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SEQUOYAH
Sequoyah grew to manhood in the valley of East Tennessee, and through his devoted
study this mixed-blood Cherokee bridged the gap for his people between the limitations
of oral tradition and the broad horizons of a written language. It is probable, as his
principal biographer states, that Sequoyah was "the only man in history to conceive and
perfect in its entirety an alphabet or syllabary."
Born about 1760 in the village of Tuskegee close to Fort Loudoun, the lad grew up
without learning to speak, read, or write English. He became a hunter and warrior but his
talents turned him to the silver-smith craft and to drawing and sketching. Sequoyah tried
to fathom the secret of the white man's superiority and, concluding that it was found in
the ability to write messages, dedicated himself to the task of developing the needed tools
for a Cherokee written language. After years of frustrated effort, he turned to the plan of
forming characters to represent sounds which could be combined into words. Completely
engrossed in these studies, Sequoyah drew the taunts of friends and family because of his
seemingly useless pondering. But after many years he completed an eighty-six character
syllabary.
The simplicity and adaptability of Sequoyah's syllabary made it possible for the Cherokee
to learn to read and write within a remarkably short time. Whether educated or
completely unschooled, members of the tribe learned in their cabins and along the
byways and trails. The missionaries at the Brainerd Mission gave full support to this
program, and Cherokee type and a printing press were ordered from Boston by the
mission. On the twenty-first day of February in 1828 the first issue of the Cherokee
newspaper, the CHEROKEE. PHOENIX,,carried stories both in English and in the new
language of Sequoyah.
The Cherokee immediately recognized Sequoyah's extraordinary feat; they awarded him
an annual pension of $300 for life and had a medal struck off in his honor. In his
presentation remarks Chief Ross said: "The great good designed by the author of human
existence in directing your genius to this happy discovery cannot be fully estimated--it is
incalculable."
--James W. Livingood
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Every thing,
Constant motion,
Heading somewhere,
Going nowhere,
Worthless,
A waste of time,
Which is everything,
So why the waste?
No waste,
No worthlessness,
No motion,
Just everything.

--Bill Higney

Drawing by Mike Lane
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RAPUNZEL
My mother fed me on endive
and knew what effect it would have.
Green and bitter, I bit sand,
was never satisfied
until you came. My love,
my loneliness--imagine
my amazement, in the silence,
to hear someone breathing,
buried in my hair,
pronouncing my name.
--Christine Ho ffner
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ANITA
At your age, fourteen, on any island
you would be buried
to your waist in sand
hair braided in mud
and bathed by women, standing in the sea.
I watch you dancing carefully
along the Atlantic now
and realize that you will be the smallest
in the family, of the women, legs
though unwieldy and yielding.
Before either of you retract your steps,
mention should be made that in this hour
before you learn to sit or acknowledge
a compliment properly and the bones emerge
from under your Atlantic - colored eyes
you deserve your own ceremony,
although it would embarass us both.
Anita, I have stretched
this American poem to your waist;
take it from there.

--Christine Hoffner
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roving by Mike Douglas

Dedicated to Peggy Boyce and Sandy Park
Written in Support of the Ordination of Women

In the beginning.. .
I was a woman and
looked for You
and Your houses
were filled
with fathers and sons
and I was lost
in the beginning.. .
I was born of You
and of a woman
and I danced
my life
in You
though Your voice echoed
only in the halls of men
In the beginning.. .
In the beginning.. .
the beginning is no more
and I have found
You
and
myself
in the eyes
the arms
the hearts
of sisters and daughters
mothers
who cry
and dance
on Your altar
this earth
as I have done
since I was born
of You
and of a woman.
--Andrea Hales
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TRASH
Jason shifted his weight from one foot to the other. All it did was allow the aches to
change sides. He had been waiting three hours for his number to be called. Surely it
couldn't be much longer.. .
"Numbers 11,355 through 11,410, please stand by for initial processing."
At last! His number was 11,382. As the numbers were called, he slipped closer to the
desk. Once there, Jason turned in the pink notification of acceptance, the white
authorized class schedule, the blue medical exam, the green form that acknowledged the
acceptance of his acceptance, and the red what—not for whatever the hell the university
wanted it for. All in triplicate and duly notarized, of course. In return, he received
university form AQI 347-826 for adding classes, DSA 591-074.2 for dropping classes,
and OMGYF 111-000.% in case he already had everything he wanted in the right time
slot.
He entered the junction center and was asked his number.
"11,382."
"Third line from the right, where the girl is sitting in the floor crying."
"Thank you."
Jason joined the line. It was short. He reached the computer and it asked him his
number.
"11,382."
"Computed. Place your programed identification card, your corrected schedule, and a
dime in the appropriate slots."
"They don't miss a trick, do they," thought Jason. He slid the items into their slots.
The computer whirred softly and spit his corrected schedule into the side basket.
"Take your form to the processing clerk. Next. Your number, please."
Jason walked to the processing clerk and fed in his corrected schedule.
"Place your thumb on the VISA—SCREEN, please."
He did so and :he processing clerk whirred softly. It ejected the scarlet final schedule
form, the lavender fees payment slip, and the black university congratulatory
notification, all in tripilcate and notarized, complete with his number, signature, and
thumbprint.

Drawing by Steffi Pallentine
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"You may leave."
"Thank you."
Jason read his schedule as he walked toward the exit.
"Is everything in order?"
Jason looked into the blinking bulbs of the final checker.
"Yes."
"Excellent. Fees will be collected tomorrow."
Jason patted the final checker on its shiny metal dome.
"Thanks, pal. Have a beautiful day."
"Repeat, please."

--Jim Brown

Photograph by Larry Ortega
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HACEDOR
silence:
silver lustrous white
and eloquent;
streak across the sky,
a gull
on wing;
snowdrop tree,
waving good - byes
against an iced grey sky;
alone,
and the mind weaving silvern threads,
until it makes a sound.

--Allen Bowen

Print by Liz Stutz
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CATALYST
effervescent joy
disturbs my pool of thought
laughing breaks the pattern
breaks the stone of self and quiet
multicolored waves of joy
ripple to my banks
lick and lap and whet and hone
an edge upon my mind
bubble rising to the air
stirs my appetite.
--Allen Bowen
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In a time of furtive sighs
Sweet hellos and sad goodbyes
Half truths told and entire lies
My conscience echoes thunder
Maya Angelou
(From "In a Time")
YOU DO
do you at all recognize
contrived disguise,
downright lies
do you know the sliding,
gliding
instrument of wrath,
a path
to hell
do you know an inner man,
a plan that can succeed
Angelou's thunder
gives in to pain's plunder
what do you do?
--Allen Bowen
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"Being natural is simply a pose."
--Oscar Wilde
AN ENDING
i have a knack for endings
i've sat within my bunker built
against the rockets and tears alike
i've sat with faces to the wind
with night patrols on watch
i've staged my shows with careful cues
'to build for rises now to fall
i've bled for more than one alike
and died for all who saw
ending now, i show a smile:
carefully have i walked my mile
i have a knack for endings.. .

--Allen Bowen

Photograph by Ron Davenport
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ON THE SURFACE
On the surface there's steam
A fog enveloping an iceberg
A chunk of frigid bitterness
Breaking ships attempting to pass
Chilled contraction is a pain
That is self-defeat
When the ice ship is yourself
And the frozen block what is left
I try to pass
The frozen hardness
But self-pity freezes
And I am cold

--James Clark

Drawing by Mike Douglas
Sculpture on following two pages by Gary Keown
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each watercourse is dry,
filled with rocks and sand
that fly in the wind
and blind me
and dry my throat until i bite my tongue for blood.
--David A. Oglesby

Drawing by Mike Lane
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I wear glasses
in my sleep.
At waking,
my sight is clearer
than if I had left them
on the table beside.
Haze alleviated,
blurred edges made trim,
my morning room
is at once
the World.
No egg - walk into
awareness for me:
I wear glasses
in my sleep.

--Phyllis Williams

Photograph by Larry Ortega
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GORDON WEAVER

"Now here's a writer," remarked the Library Journal of Gordon Weaver who was born in
Moline, Illinois, in 1937 and grew up in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. After spending some time
in the army, Weaver earned a Ph.D. degree in English from the University of Denver and
then taught English and creative writing at colleges and universities in New York, Ohio,
Colorado, and Mississippi. From 1971-75 he directed the Center for Writers program in
creative writing and founded and edited the Mississippi Review. He is currently Head of
the Department of English at Oklahoma State University, where he teaches creative
writing. He is also editor and co-founder of Cedar Creek Press, a small-press publisher of
poetry books.
In addition to several dozen published short stories and occasional poems, he is the
author of four books of fiction, two novels, Count a Lonely Cadence and Give Him a
Stone, and two collections of short stories, The Entombed Man of Thule and Such
Waltzing Was Not Easy. He has also written scripts for educational television and has
worked in Poetry-in-the-Schools projects in Mississippi and Louisiana. Of his writing,
James R. Frankes has commented, "His range is remarkably wide, and he seems in total
control of his material...Mr. Weaver is well on his way to becoming a major American
author."
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FALLING: PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE

Lieutenant Batterman had nothing to bitch about. The ship rolled gently across the
China Sea to Pusan, the Chinese Volunteers poured across the Yalu, crossed (now) the
38th Parallel, and it looked like they were going to meet. The ship's troop commander
lived in dread of it (though he would return with the ship to Japan, for another load of
replacements); the officers and men on their way to meet the advancing Chinese bitched
(Lieutenant Batterman understood) about everything except the Chinese, which was why
they bitched, haunted by the future as the troop commander was haunted by his past.
Batterman did not sweat it.
It would happen. Or it would not. There was no need to keep peeking around the
corner for a glimpse of the road ahead (it was going where it was going, would go there,
sooner or later), no need to keep looking over your shoulder to see where you'd
been--that never changed, and a man (Lieutenant Batterman knew without knowing he
knew it) kept all that stored up inside him all the time he kept on walking down the road,
toward the next corner.
That was all inside there (not left behind, like the lights of Prader's pavilion
glowing up from behind the big oaks surrounding Prader's pavilion house), inside with the
real Batterman. That's what made him want to laugh sometimes.
Like the war ending in August, '45, while he was up at Camp Randall, doing
two—a—day freshman football, but keeping up the show of attendance for his A.S.T.P.
meetings--take down your service star, Mother, they sang as they marched to and from
meetings in their suntan uniforms, your boy's in the A.S.T.P.
The war was over (they blew the fire siren in Wautoma for ten minutes by the
clock, his mother wrote him, and there was a picture of Bud Booth in his dress blues in
the window of the Waushara Argus) His A.S. T.P. class was disbanded. A few men left
school, unable to afford tuition, room and board from their own pockets. Batterman
hoped for a football scholarship, but that money was being held now for returning
servicemen, vets like Jug Girard, who were proven quality (granted new eligibility in
patriotic gratitude); they could not gamble on unknowns from Class C upstate high
schools. But they could use a little influence with the army reserve unit based in Madison,
and with the campus R.O. T.C. They found room for Batterman in the R.O. T.C.
Batterman showed up for weekly drill meetings and he put in his summer training
at Camp McCoy, and when Korea broke out they activated him.
So what was to worry? It happened. Or it did not.
"I always used to fret your mother so," his father said the last summer Batterman
was home, a college graduate with no apparent prospects, still doing schoolboy's work for
Prader, "saying how sure I always was the ward take you away from us."
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"A shame, in a way," Prader said, "the war gets over and you end up picking up
splinters off the bench. That could have been a fine opportunity for you, boy."
Lieutenant Batterman was too tired to bitch, laughing away inside, the way he did,
crossing the China Sea to Pusan, to meet (or not meet) the Chinese Volunteers on their
way south, pushing the Eighth Army ahead of them, already at the gates of Seoul.
What was around the corner was around the corner. And would wait for him. What
was past was not past; it was right there with him, running toward that bend in the road
just ahead. It always worked out in the end.
A good thing to keep in mind while you went through the snafu at the Pusan
staging area.
They anchored the ship in the harbor because there were no open berths. The
retreat going full blast up north took a lot of logistics. Batterman borrowed a pair of
binoculars from a captain standing next to him at the deck muster. He could make out
the heavy Patton tanks they were hoisting out of cargo holds onto the docks with cranes.
The replacements had to go over the side of the ship on nets, to the boats waiting below.
It was awkward going over the side in full gear (steel pot and liner, pack, cartridge belt,
weapon slung, only one hand free, duffel in the other); Batterman was posted by a ship's
officer to straddle the rail, control the count of men going over the side to fill the boats
that pulled up, one after the other, for a load of men off the nets.
The water was not rough, but the small, light loading boats, piloted by bored
sailors who wore their lifejackets casually, open, tossed, bumped against the hull of the
troopship. The men clinging at the bottom of the nets (the nets were long enough to trail
into the opaque surface of the harbor) had to time it right to let loose of the nets, leap
out for the swaying, pitching boats, avoid falling into the aisle of dark water that opened
and closed like an eye between the boats and the ship.
"Sit tight here until you see a new troop deck come forward on the deck to go
over. You can recognize the new color tags. Yours are red, the next deck's green, I think.
Or yellow. Whatever," the ship's officer said.
"I got you."
"just see you don't let more over into the nets until they get some empty boats
under to catch them. We don't want to be fishing anybody out. That water's cold," he
said to Batterman.
"I'll do my best."
"Just pay attention is all."
He was paying attention. The man falling was no fault of Batterman's.
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He had to make a rough count of the men in the nets, descending, clumsy,
awkward in full gear, estimate the space left in the waiting stand of boats. It was
guesswork, but it went through two sets of boats, pulling up alongside like a row of taxis
at a curb, idling, the bored sailor with open life jacket leaning on the tiller in each boat.
The boats filled with the green uniforms, the clusters of steel pots like brown mushroom
caps, the oily black slit of water that opened, in the swell, to eight, ten feet at a time,
closed in a wink that left only a thin liquid line visible to Batterman on his perch on the
rail.
He glanced up from time to time, took in the sweep of the Pusan harbor, the
crowded docks, the landing boats that circled as they waited their turn to approach the
troopship, the neat wave of boats that receded toward the docks, their white wake
evaporating into the gentle black swell of the sea as the tide worked. Above him, the
winter cloud cover hung low, as if it were just above the tips of the ship's rigging. Gulls
hovered and swooped in the whipping, cold wind, screeching, waiting for something to be
thrown on the water for them.
But he was paying attention; if he had not, the memory of the fallen man would
have bothered him, he knew. But he was doing exactly as ordered by the ship's officer,
had done it with no hitches through two sets of landing boats, pulling up, loading, pulling
away--Batterman halted the flow of men going over into the nets each time, held them at
the rail until the new boats were ready for them below. He knew he was doing it right;
the ship's officer was there, observing, until half—way through the second set of boats. He
did not come back until after the man fell.
The man's falling had nothing to do with Batterman's responsibility; he fell because
it was sticky going, trying to get over the rail, catch a decent footing in the net with full
gear on, only one hand free. He fell because he was afraid he would fall.
"I don't think I can make that, sir," somebody behind him said. He turned; it was
the man who was going to fall.
"Relax," Lieutenant Batterman said. "We're none of us going anywhere until they
get those boats lined up." The third set of loading boats cut in from their holding pattern,
slowing to a crawl as the first in line came alongside.
"Ain't no way I can go down that thing," the man who would fall said. "No sir. I
couldn't even climb the tower on the confidence course in basic. They had me on KR
until my breath smelled like the grease trap, but I couldn't do it, Lieutenant," he said.
Batterman turned farther on his perch; to see the man. He was a private, but there was no
name tag where there should have been one; he could see the stitching holes in the
private's field jacket where there had been a name tape--there were plenty of noncoms
among the men who had done time on line in Korea earlier, like the ship's troop
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commander, and they had made the men tear off their name tapes, wrap their dogtags
with adhesive to prevent noise.. .
"Couldn't climb the confidence course, no way I can do it with all that water
under me," he heard the man who was going to fall say; he meant to turn again, at least
say something reassuring again (what was there to be afraid of.? Batterman wondered
whenever he thought--later--of the man who fell over the side), but the helmsman in the
lead boat below hand-signaled to send the men over into the nets. Batterman turned back
to the men, waved them over.
"Hit it," Lieutenant Batterman said. The men went over the rail, steel pots,
entrenching tools, slung weapons clanking, their duffels making soft popping sounds as
they hit the rail, the hull, with each further step down in the nets. Batterman lost sight,
for only a second (no more) of the man who was about to fall; he lost him in the
scramble of green combat fatigue uniforms going over the rail, the clatter and rattle of
their gear. He had been next to Batterman's perch at the rail, but somehow he lost sight
of him, but he heard him speak a last time in the instant before he fell.
"Man, I told you I was subject to fall!" Batterman distinctly heard him say. Then
he saw him, falling--it was like having had a dream in which somebody is going to fall, and
he knew it was a dream, so did not worry, then was shocked awake by a noise or a shout,
and seeing somebody, real now, falling.. .
The tangle of men had somehow cleared, one bunch already over, descending
slowly in the nets, the next not yet up on the rail, still getting a last firm grip on their
duffels, tightening chin straps, reslinging weapons. Batterman had a clear view of the
falling man from his perch. He fell like a manequin, head first, steel pot squarely on his
head, rifle slung, duffel still held in one hand, the other held out, away from his body, as
if it were the one sound wing of a wing-shot bird. He fell without a sound, as if he were a
stuffed fatigue—colored sack dropped to measure the distance to the bottom of some
deep well, and no one was to make noise, everyone to count the seconds silently to
measure the depth, waiting for the splash at the bottom.
There was not much of a splash when he hit. Batterman watched from his perch,
holding the cold rail between his legs tightly with both hands, squeezing the rail with his
legs the way he had been taught to ride a bareback horse (old Ward Booth always kept a
couple of riding hacks for his great and great —great grandchildren). Batterman stiffened,
afraid the falling man would land on the closest bobbing boat, the force of his fall
plowing him right through the light bottom of the wooden boat, or, worse, smack the
boat's gunwales, splatter like a bad melon tossed into the weeds alongside the patch.
Batterman held himself tight, waiting for it.
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But the waiting boat slid sideways, away from the troopship, opening wide the eye
of oily black harbor water, and the falling man slipped into it with no more break in the
surface than a feeding bass makes going after a skating waterbug. The black eye of water
opened, the falling man knifed into the surface, the surface closed as easily as an eye
within an eye, and the waiting boat (the helmsman, bare hands tucked in armpits under
the open lifejacket, against the cold, did not see it) slid back against the ship's hull,
bumped and bobbed there. Then everybody began to shout.
The men in the nets froze where they were, screamed up at Batterman to do
something, cursed the helmsmen in the landing boats, who did not seem to know
anything had happened. The men on deck jammed the rail to see what it was, jostling
Batterman on his perch.
The boat moved away from the ship in the next swell; Batterman was trying to
think how much of his gear to doff before it would be safe to jump for the man when he
rose, tried to keep his eyes on the place where the black eye of water would open,
wondered if anyone would hear him if he yelled for a rope or a preserver to throw over
the side.
But the fallen man never came to the surface. Either he came up under the hull of
the ship or one of the boats, drowned there and sank in his full gear, or never rose at all,
went straight to the bottom of the harbor with all that metal hooked and slung on him.
The eye of water opened and closed, opened and closed, opened and closed again, and all
they ever found was the man's duffel, floating out on the other side of the landing boats.
Batterman remembered he could get the man's name, stenciled, off the duffel, but he
never got to see the rescued duffel.
They took him off his rail perch, put another lieutenant there in his place. They
questioned him, and the ship's officer chewed his ass good, probably because he was
angry with himself for not being on hand when it happened. Then they sent him over the
side with the last of the troop replacement; Batterman was the last replacement officer
off the ship.
"Suppose you give it to us one more time," the ship's officer in charge of boats
said.
"All I can tell you is what I already have, sir," Batterman said. "I didn't take him
seriously enough, I guess. I lost sight of him for just a second. The next I knew he was
half way down upside down in the air toward the water. He never said another word that
I heard. I don't think they even saw him fall, down in the boats. There's nothing more I
can tell you, sir," he said.
"You're a cool enough customer, I'll say that for you," the ship's officer who had
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put Batterman on his perch said. Batterman could see him making what points he could
with his superior, the officer in charge of all boats.
"Kept your mind on your job, this kind of thing tends not to happen," the ship's
troop commander said. He was called in to the discussion because he was responsible for
the men shipped in for replacements. His presence upset Batterman the most; he felt he
had been given orders by the troop commander, at Officers Call, followed them, but
appeared not to have followed them. Lieutenant Batterman knew he had done nothing
wrong, only that he appeared to have dogged off his duty, and that made him
uncomfortable.
"I can only say what I've said, sir," Batterman said.
"Cool as hell,"

the ship's officer said; Batterman did not understand what he

meant, what he was harping at.
"Get him over the side," the ship's officer in charge of boats said. "We can't solve
anything in this. I'll brief the old man. Get him on his way," he said to his subordinate,
and to the ship's troop commander, "Okay by you?"
"I've got nothing to contribute," he said. Batterman looked at him; his eyes were
as distant and vacant as if it were another Officers Call, and he were watching everyone in
the light of his time on line in Korea, in the days back up at Taejon, when the gooks had
nearly pushed them off the peninsula, when General Dean had been captured trying to
stop the gook tanks with a bazooka.
The ship's officer who had set him on the perch escorted him to the rail, and
Batterman went over in the net, down to a single waiting landing boat. It was nearly dark.
The ship's officer said it again.
"You're just cool as a cucumber, aren't you," he said to Batterman. Batterman
could not remember what the officer's rank was, what the Navy called it, but he wore
captain's bars on his collar tab, so he held back what he felt like saying.
"I wish you'd come on out and say what it is bothers you about me, sir," he said.
He had his duffel in one hand, his carbine in the other, ready to sling arms, go over the
side to the boat below. He did not want to spend more time with the ship's officer; it
would be tricky enough going down the net without trying it in bad light.
"You," the ship's officer said. Wan drowns in front of your very eyes, you don't
blink twice from where I'm watching you. That man's still on the bottom of this harbor
this minute if he hadn't gone out to sea with the tide already, that is. You don't so much
as blink at it from what I see. I call that one cool cucumber."
"You think I could have done anything about it?" Batterman said. "He never even
came back up. What'd you expect me to do, skin dive for him with my steep pot on? I
told you he fell when I was busy doing what you told me to do. You heard it all."
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"Sure," the ship's officer said. "It don't hardly break your heart though, does it."
"You think that'd bring him up on the surface so you could rescue him?"
Batterman said. He slung his carbine, reached for the rail with his free hand. "You think
maybe if you'd been standing by here you might have stopped him falling?"
"Get your ass off this vessel," the ship's officer said.
"Yes sir." Batterman went over the side, down the net, into the waiting boat. The
boat's helmsman smoked a cigar that glowed in the deepening dark like a lighthouse
beacon (like the fireflies in the woods around Wautoma, Silver Lake). It was very tricky
going, in the net with the light failing, but he took it slow and easy, and knew (without
knowing it) that he would not fall. Because he was not afraid of falling.
"Are you it?" the helmsman said around the cigar in his teeth, barely loud enough
to be heard over the drone of the boat's engine, the whine of the wind, colder now with
the light fading, the thick, heavy slap of the water against the thin, wooden gunwales of
the loading boat.
"Me myself and I," Batterman shouted back to him from the other end of the
boat. The helmsman cursed (did he have someplace in Pusan he would rather be? was he
cold? the lieutenant wondered). Then the engines revved, and the ship's lights diminished,
the lights on the docks came up clearer over the bow, where Batterman sat, facing into
the sharp wind, and then he was going through the Pusan repo depot with the last EM
from his shipment, toward the crumbling front, into the hands of the advancing Chinese
Volunteer Army.
--Gordon. Weaver

Print by Judy Glascock
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